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Getting started

You want to find peer-reviewed research articles on the topic of trauma-informed practices in schools. Prepare to search by generating keywords and breaking down your topic into the concepts you want in the search results.

For example:

Concept 1: trauma-informed is a type of practice.

Concept 2: teaching or learning or classrooms are places to apply trauma-informed practices.

A note about the power of and, or in searches:

Use and between your concepts to narrow search results to items with both concepts.

Use or between keywords to broaden the search to include related keywords for a single concept.
Tip 1

Searching

Enter keywords from your research topic. If your initial keywords do not return relevant results, try using related keywords.

Because newspapers are published frequently, try changing the search field from the default setting to Lead/First Paragraph to get more relevant results.

Tip 2

Limiting results

Sometimes narrowing search results is necessary to meet the needs of an assignment.

A key power of this database is the ability to target your searches for news and newspapers based on geographic location. Before submitting your keywords, you can refine your search location by using the interactive map below the initial search form.
**Tip 2**

Limiting results, cont.

Below are some of the other limits you can use to narrow search results in Access World News; these will populate after submitting your keywords for search, and can be found on the left-side filtering menu.

**Tip 3**

Evaluating results

First preview the news article to determine if the topic, variables reported, or type of report meets your needs.
Tip 4
Accessing and managing results

Generate or export a citation in the style of your choosing for your bibliography.

The full text can be:
- emailed
- printed
- or downloaded

Save the article to your personal folder.

Get a permalink to the record so you can get back to it.
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Dear Dr. Diana: Across my 20 years as a teacher, there is always some new idea floating around that's popular for a season and then fades away. Right now, lots of people are talking about trauma-informed care and trauma-informed schools. I haven't learned much about it yet, but I'm worried that we're focusing too much on the bad...schools should be a place for learning, not a place to focus on trauma. It's hard enough to be a kid these days. I thought that you might have some advice on how we can best support our children without getting caught up in the trends of...